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Abstract

We report the adsorption of Fe for several dosing conditions on Al(100)
surface held at different temperatures. For 2 monolayer equivalent of Fe de-
posited on the substrate held at 593 K, we observe two rotational domains of a
(
√

5×
√

5)R26.6◦ structure by low energy electron diffraction and scanning tun-
neling microscopy. We identify this structure as the formation of the metastable
Al9Fe2 intermetallic phase. The segregation energy and the structural stability
of this intermetallic has been analysed using density functional theory based cal-
culations. We propose that the formation of the Al9Fe2(001) metastable phase
at the expense of other thermodynamically stable Al-Fe compounds, relies on a
specific structural similarity between pure Al (001) planes of the intermetallic
and Al(100) layers. These ’common’ planes lead to the epitaxial relationship
(100)Al [001]Al ‖ (001)Al9Fe2 [13̄0]Al9Fe2 . The Al9Fe2-Al matrix interface is
sharp as revealed by transmission electron microscopy measurements.

Keywords: intermetallic thin film, metastable phase, segregation energy,
TEM, STM, DFT

1. Introduction

When the intrinsic surface properties of materials are not compatible with
the environment of use, protective coating represents an alternative solution.
There exists a wealth of deposition techniques that continue to develop con-
tinuously. The choice of the most appropriate technique and of the deposited
material will depend on several factors including the cost and scale of pro-
duction, the desired coating functional properties, the substrate shape and the
elemental constituents of the two antagonists.

Complex metallic alloys (CMA) are among the materials that have been con-
sidered as thin films due to their unique combinatorial properties. This includes
low adhesion, low thermal and electrical conductivities, enhanced oxidation re-
sistance and their potential in heterogeneous catalysis [1]. These properties orig-
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inate from the atypical chemical and structural complexities which comes from
highly symmetric clusters that decorate their large to giant unit cell. Quasicrys-
tals represent a particular sub-class of CMA with no translational symmetry, a
long-range ordered structure with generally 5-fold, 10-fold or 12-fold rotational
symmetries [2, 3, 4, 5]. Their multiple possible combinations offer significant
prospects for innovation compared to conventional materials and find applica-
tions in diverse industrial fields (aeronautics, health, communication . . . ). These
features explain the continuously growing interest across disciplines in studying
CMA-based coating and interfaces. This is well illustrated by recent thin film
developments which have integrated Al-Fe CMA phases [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

To protect complex shaped objects with CMA coating, chemical vapour
deposition represents an ideal technique. Recent works have shown the possi-
bility to grow the Al13Fe4 intermetallic phase, one of the CMA identified for
its catalytic properties [11]. A cross-section analysis of the coating chemical
composition reveals the presence of secondary phases. The presence of Fe-rich
to Al-rich phases and porosities results in many interfaces within the film. De-
pending on the thermal annealing selected during the chemical process, other
iron aluminides (including AlFe alloy or Al5Fe2 CMA compound) can become
the dominant phases within the thin film [6].

Due to their bulk physical and mechanical properties, Al-Fe complex inter-
metallics have also been considered to improve thermal barrier coating. The
sequential depositions of pure Al layers and Fe-based metallic alloy powders by
cold spray technique followed by a post-annealing treatment results in the for-
mation of a multilayer intermetallic thermal barrier coatings. The alloying of Al
with the stainless steel components via solid-state diffusion leads to the forma-
tion of several iron-aluminide phases including the Al5Fe2 complex compound
around the particle cores [7]. This multilayer intermetallic coating exhibits ther-
mal barrier properties similar to those nowadays used in low heat injection diesel
engine. Here again interface reactions are key to tailor the resulting composite
coating properties.

For specific deposition processes, the formation of complex intermetallics can
also occur fortuitously at the coating-substrate interface. To protect steel and
cast-iron parts from oxidation and corrosion, several coating processes have been
developed including physical [12, 13] and chemical vapor deposition but also
pack cementation [14] and hot-dipping in pure Al or Al-alloys baths [8, 9, 10].
In the case of hot-dip aluminizing, the microstructure of the resulting coating
generally consists of several layers of Al-Fe intermetallics with different inter-
faces which in fine will dictate the adhesion, the lifetime and the mechanical
properties of the thin film. The intermetallic phases formed between the alu-
minium bath and the cast-iron along with their sequence of appearance follow
the Al-Fe phase diagram, here limited to its Al-rich part [15]. Starting from Al,
we can identify the formation of the Al13Fe4 phase (also used as reinforcement
particles in Al matrix composites [16, 17]), followed by the Al5Fe2 phase up to
the cast-iron part. Once more, it is crucial to control and characterise down
to the atomic scale, the intermetallic phases and the multiple interfaces formed
between the steel object and the Al outer layer to expand the coating lifespan.

All these examples demonstrate the usefulness of iron-aluminide based coat-
ing for different applications [18, 19, 20, 21]. Moreover, these elements are
non-critical metals and of low cost. To gain more insights into the formation
of the Al-Fe CMA phases and the associated interfaces with the surrounding
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matrix, an alternative approach of synthesis and characterisation has been con-
sidered. Here, we have investigated in situ the adsorption of Fe adatoms on a
clean Al(100) surface under ultra high vacuum conditions. Many works have
been previously conducted on this subject for a variety of temperatures and cov-
erages [22, 23, 24]. The Fe growth on Al low index surfaces has been investigated
using low energy electron diffraction (LEED), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), high energy ion scattering (HEIS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).
The deposition of 1 to 10 monolayer equivalent (MLE) Fe on Al(111) substrate
at room temperature and at 473 K result in a disordered surface layer accom-
panied by a disappearance of the LEED pattern. The Fe adatoms diffuse into
the substrate and form an amorphous alloy layer on the surface [22]. For higher
coverages, broad and faint diffraction spots suggest the formation of poorly or-
dered bcc Fe(110) islands. Anderson and Norton found that the deposition of Fe
on Al(100) at room temperature leads to a rapid loss of order for low coverages
(less of 1 MLE) and to the diffusion of Fe for higher coverages[24]. During the
Fe deposition from 1 to 15 MLE on Al(110) and Al(001) substrates at room
temperature, Shivaparan et al. notice that the Fe atoms displace the Al atoms
from their equilibrium positions to form a mixture of FeAl up to about 5 MLE
and 9 MLE respectively without diffusion into the substrates [23].

While not observed in the previous studies, we will report the growth of an
Al-rich intermetallic compound on Al(100) surface. Once this moderately com-
plex intermetallic grown, the interface and surface structures will be determined
using both experimental and theoretical methods. We will demonstrate the im-
pact of the epitaxial relationship on the selection of the grown Al-Fe phase.
After describing the experimental details in Sec. 2, the experimental results
will be presented in Sec. 3.1. From ab initio calculations, structural relaxation
and segregation energy will be computed in Sec. 3.2 for different positions of Fe
atom within the Al(100) region. In Sec. 3.3, the results along with an interface
model are described. Finally, the Al-Fe compound and Al(100) interface will be
characterised using Transmission Electronic Microscopy (TEM) analysis in Sec.
3.4. We present the discussion and conclusions in Sec. 4.

2. Experimental and Computational details

The interfaces have been prepared and characterized in a multi-chamber
setup under ultra-high vacuum (base pressure under 3×10−11 mbar). It is
equipped with a variable temperature scanning tunneling microscope (VT-STM)
operated at room temperature, LEED and XPS techniques. The STM images
have been recorded in constant current mode (It) with positive bias (Vt) probing
unoccupied states. The XPS spectra have been measured using an hemispheri-
cal analyzer and a Mg Kα X-ray source. The Al single crystal has been grown
in-house by the Czochralski technique. The Al(100) surface has been prepared
by repeated cycles of Ar+ ion sputtering (1.5 keV, 15 min) and subsequent an-
nealing to 773 K for 15 min. Sample temperatures have been monitored using
an optical pyrometer with an emissivity set to 0.1. Fe thin films have been de-
posited by an electron beam evaporator using a high purity rod (99.99 + at%).
The deposition rate has been calibrated by dosing Fe on a Ag(111) substrate
and by measuring the fractional area covered by STM for successive Fe depo-
sitions. The amount of Fe deposited is given in monolayer equivalent (MLE)
where 1 MLE is defined as the Fe exposure needed to obtain a full monolayer
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on Ag(111) at room temperature. The deposition rate was 2.2×10−2 MLE.s−1.
For cross-sectional TEM analysis, an electron-transparent lamellae has been pre-
pared by Focus Ion Beam - Scanning Electron Microscope (FIB-SEM). Before
such preparation and exposure to air, the sample has been capped with 10 MLE
of Fe deposited at 300 K. The different interface structures have been analysed
by High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM), Bright-Field
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (BF-STEM) images and Selected
Area Electron Diffraction (SAED). A composition depth profile of the lamellae
has been obtained by Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS).

Electronic structure calculations have been performed using the plane-wave
Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)[25, 26, 27, 28]. We have applied
the spin-polarized augmented wave method (PAW) [29, 30] within the general-
ized gradient approximation (GGA-PBE) [31, 32] to describe the interactions
between the valence electrons and the ionic core. We have considered atomic
valences to be 3s23p1 (Al) and 4s13d7 (Fe). Total energies have been minimized
until the energies differences were less than 10−6 eV between two electronic cy-
cles during the structural optimizations. Atomic structures have been relaxed
using conjugate gradient algorithm until the Hellmann-Feynman forces were as
low as 0.03 eV/Å. Structures have been plotted using the VESTA software [33].

Slabs have been built starting from the relaxed bulk structure of fcc Al.
The calculated Al bulk parameter (4.04 Å) was found in excellent agreement
with the reported experimental data (4.05 Å) [34]. Slab calculations have been
performed using a 450 eV cut-off energy (Ecut) and a Γ-centered 15×15×1 k-grid
generated according to the Monkhorst-Pack scheme [35].

To complete the XPS measurements, the core level binding energies have
been investigated by DFT. The binding energy of core electrons (ECL) is cal-
culated as the energy difference between two separate calculations in DFT [36].
The first calculation is a standard density functional calculation in which the
number of core electrons corresponds to the unexcited ground state [E(nc)]. In
the second calculation one electron is removed from the core of one particular
atom and added to the valence or conduction band [E(nc−1)]. The energy differ-
ence is a measure for the experimentally determined core-level binding energy
ECL = E(nc−1) - E(nc).

3. Results

3.1. Fe adsorption on Al(100)

The STM images and LEED patterns have been recorded as a function
of the substrate temperature Tsub and Fe coverages. Prior to Fe adsorption,
a sharp (1×1) LEED pattern of the clean Al(100) surface was obtained (not
shown here) corresponding in real space to a square surface unit cell with a
unit mesh dimension equal to a = 2.86 Å (

√
2 times smaller than the known

lattice parameter of the fcc crystalline structure of elemental aluminium). Upon
successive dosing at Tsub ≥ 300 K, the LEED pattern gradually vanishes. After
2 MLE Fe deposition at Tsub ≥ 593 K, additional diffraction spots are observed
as displayed in Fig.1.

Note that a similar pattern is obtained when Fe is deposited at Tsub = 300 K
followed by subsequent annealing between 593 K and 793 K. Thus, the formation
of the new phase is a thermally activated process and is stable up to 793 K,
which is the highest annealing temperature to prepare the Al(100) substrate.
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Figure 1: LEED pattern at 50 eV (in inverted colors for clarity) obtained after dosing 2 MLE
Fe on the Al(100) held at 593 K. The black arrows indicate the Al(100) reciprocal lattice. The
green/blue circles outline the two rotational domains of the (

√
5×
√

5)R26.6◦ phase.

The LEED pattern can be interpreted as two rotational domains of a (
√

5×√
5)R26.6◦ phase leading to the sharp spots circled in blue and green in Fig.1.

Both domains are mirror symmetric with respect to the [011] substrate direction.
Each domain should be equally present at the surface as their respective spot
intensities are qualitatively comparable.

Figure 2(A) displays the corresponding large scale STM image. The surface
exhibits a step and terrace morphology. From this high resolution STM image
and the calculated Fast Fourier Transform (see inset in Fig.2(A)), the terraces
appear atomically flat and well-ordered. Contrary, the step edges are decorated
by atomic clusters of various sizes and heights which lead to a relatively high
degree of disorder. From the XPS measurements, these clusters cannot be asso-
ciated with extrinsic impurities as only Al and Fe could be detected. Instead,
they probably originate from an incomplete ordering also manifested in the low
intensity of the (

√
5×
√

5)R26.6◦ LEED pattern. These STM observations (ab-
sence of dispersed nano-islands, terrace width . . . ) suggest the growth of a Al-Fe
surface alloy as opposed to a thin Fe overlayer. This will be further confirmed
by the following XPS measurements and ab initio calculations. As shown in
Fig.2(B-C), a careful examination of the surface confirms the presence of two
domains rotated by ±26.6◦ with respect to the substrate [011] direction. Each
domain exhibits a square surface unit mesh (see white squares in Fig.2(B-C))
characterized by a lattice parameter equal to 6.3 ±0.3 Å, i.e.

√
5 times the

Al(100) surface lattice parameter (a = 2.86 Å).
Following the surface structural characterisation of the thin film, the sur-

face chemical composition has been investigated using XPS as a function of Fe
coverage up to 12 MLE for Tsub = 593 K. Figure 3 displays the atomic per-
centage of Al as a function of Fe coverage, as deduced from the area of the
Al 2p and Fe 3p core level spectra. From sub-monolayer equivalent coverage
up to 2 MLE, the amount of Al decreases with increasing Fe exposure. For
2 MLE and above, the Al atomic concentration remains constant at 80% at.
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Figure 2: (A) 30 nm×30 nm high resolution STM image (Vt=-2V; It=0.1nA) obtained after
dosing 2 MLE Fe on the Al(100) held to 593 K. Within the terraces, there is a high degree
of order leading to the well defined 2D Fast Fourier Transform of the image shown in the
inset. (B-C) The STM images (3.4 nm×3.4 nm) exhibit the two rotational domains of the
(
√

5 ×
√

5)R26.6◦ phase under the same dosing conditions (Vt=2V; It=0.1nA). The white
squares highlight the new phase unit cell.

(20% at. Fe). This implies the formation of a binary Al-Fe film which has a
thickness greater than the XPS probing depth. According to Simensen et al.
[37], this stoichiometry corresponds to the intermetallic Al9Fe2 phase, one of the
most Al-rich metastable compounds of known Al-Fe binaries. From the uncer-
tainty associated with XPS (±5% at.%), the Al13Fe4 (76% at.Al) or Al6Fe (85%
at.Al) compounds have been considered. However, the Al9Fe2 is the only Al-Fe
intermetallic with lattice parameters matching those of the (

√
5 ×
√

5)R26.6◦

phase. Indeed, the monoclinic Al9Fe2 compound is thought to crystallise in the
P21/a, P2/a or P1a space group with the following parameters: aAl9Fe2 = 8.69
Å, bAl9Fe2 = 6.35 Å, cAl9Fe2 = 6.32 Å and βAl9Fe2 = 93.4◦ [37].

In Ref.[37], a quantitative analysis of the diffraction patterns combined with
the compound stoichiometry led to the conclusion that the Al9Fe2 phase is
isomorphous to the Al9Co2 compound (P21/c space group) which is considered
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Figure 3: (A) Evolution of the Al atomic concentration measured by XPS as a function of
Fe deposition with Tsub = 593 K. (B-C) Al 2p and Fe 3p core level spectra obtained after
deposition of 2 MLE Fe at 300 K and 593 K.

as a CMA of low complexity [38]. A similar relationship is found between
Al13Fe4 and Al13Co4 monoclinic structures. For the sake of comparison with
previous related works on Al9TM2 (TM= Ir, Co) [39, 40], we have reconsidered
the structure as follows: aAl9Fe2 = 6.32 Å, bAl9Fe2 = 6.35 Å, cAl9Fe2 = 8.69 Å
and βAl9Fe2 = 93.4◦. As a structural refinement is still lacking for this Al9Fe2
phase, this assumption allows us to describe the Al9Fe2 intermetallic compound
in the P21/c space group. As shown in Fig.4(left), the atomic structure can be
viewed as a stacking of two atomic layers alternating along the c-axis: an almost
flat (F-type) layer containing 5 Al atoms per unit cell and a more puckered layer
(P-type) containing 4 Al and 2 Fe atoms per unit cell.

The Al atoms on each F and F’ planes form slightly distorted square ar-
rangements. These layers are structurally similar to Al(100) plane, although
with some rumpling (see Fig.4(right)). For a given flat plane, all squares are
aligned in the same direction and rotated by +/- 26.6±0.5◦ from the Al9Fe2 [100]
unit cell direction. These two specific orientations of the square motifs originate
from symmetry operations (a 21 screw axis along b or a glide operation along
the c axis) that relate F and F’.

In addition to the chemical composition, XPS analysis of elemental core
level spectra can provide information about the local bonding environment of
the elements. The Al 2p core level energy is measured at 72.70 ±0.05 eV after
2 MLE Fe dosing at room temperature, i.e. lower in binding energy compared
to the metallic state (72.85 eV) reported on clean Al(100) [41]. Upon forming
the Al9Fe2 intermetallic, the binding energy decreases further to 72.60 eV (see
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Figure 4: (Left) Representation of the Al9Fe2 crystal structure as a sequence of Al flat (F,
F’) and Al+Fe puckered (P, P’) layers along the c axis. The angle between c and a axes is
93.4◦. (Right) The P and F-type (001) layers are perpendicular to the [001] direction.

Fig.3B). Regarding the Fe 3p core level, a binding energy shift of 0.20 eV is
measured between 2 MLE Fe deposited at 300 K (53.05 eV) and after annealing
to 593 K (53.25 eV) (see Fig.3C). For room temperature deposition, the small Al
2p core level shift indicates an Al environment different to that of clean Al(100).
This is supported by the absence of LEED pattern which suggests a disordered
surface. Under these dosing conditions, the Fe concentration in the near-surface
region would be greater than after annealing to 593 K and the system resembles
to a Fe-rich disordered thin film. The binding energy is then comparable to
those reported for Fe metallic state [42, 43].

Upon dosing with Tsub at 593 K, the increased diffusion of Fe adatoms
within the substrate results in a more diluted Fe concentration in the near-
surface region, hence departing from the picture of an Fe-rich thin film. From
previous works on Al-TM intermetallics [39, 44], charge transfers and covalent-
like interactions between Al and Fe atoms are expected for complex metallic
alloys and would explain the associated higher binding energy of the Fe 3p core
level. In addition, the core level binding energy calculated for bulk Al9Fe2 is also
shifted to higher binding energies compared to bcc Fe with an energy difference
of 0.42 eV. Contrary to the calculations, the structure of the Fe deposited at
300 K is not strictly speaking a bcc Fe and this could explain the greater shift
observed between the calculated and measured core level shifts. An interesting
feature lies in the core level line shapes which is more asymmetric towards
the higher binding energies at 300 K than at 593 K. This asymmetry arises
from electron-hole excitation across the Fermi edge upon core hole formation,
the probability of the process decaying with the electron-hole pair energy [45].
Hence, the reduced asymmetry for the Fe 3p core level spectra of the Al9Fe2
intermetallic reflects a reduction of the electronic density of states (DOS) often
observed in CMA [46, 47] and present in Al9Co2 [39]. This reduction of the
DOS is confirmed by ab initio calculations which also highlight the presence of
a pseudogap above the Fermi level (see Fig.S1).
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3.2. Ab initio calculations

Following these experimental observations, the structural stability, the segre-
gation energy and the possible Al-Fe/Al interfacial model have been investigated
using ab initio calculations. To this end, the first step consists in determining
the structural relaxation and the segregation energy for different depth of an Fe
atom (in substitution of an Al atom) in Al(100). Thus, a slab of 19 layers has
been built where 7 layers are fixed at the bottom and 12 layers are allowed to
relax (note that the supercell parameters of the slab are fixed and only atomic
relaxation occurs). This slab has been used to model the intermetallic-Al matrix
interface which is the second objective here. A (001) puckered plane of Al9Fe2
has been positioned atop Al(100) and buried in the subsubsurface region to eval-
uate the plane structural stability upon relaxation and to obtain the associated
segregation energy. Due to commensurability between the two antagonists, a
(
√

5×
√

5)R26.6◦ surface unit cell has been considered for fcc Al (
√

5×a/
√

2 =
6.38 Å), i.e. a square surface unit cell with a lattice mismatch smaller than 1%.

Structural relaxations have been computed for the Al slab containing one Fe
atom in substitution of an Al atom into a layer labelled S-i. S (i = 0) stands
for the surface Al(100) plane whereas S-i corresponds to the i-th layer below
the surface layer S. The results reported in Fig.5(A, top) display the difference
between the vertical z coordinate of the Fe atom, zFe and that of the Al plane,
zAlplane

in which the substitution occurs, as a function of the position (S-i) of
the Fe atom in the Al slab. When located at S, Fe atom relaxes inward with a
shift of 1.16 Å below the surface plane. The calculations clearly demonstrate an
almost vanishing z displacement when Fe atom occupies S-i with i ≥ 2 layers.
This indicates that Fe atom remains at the same height as the neighbouring Al
atoms, i.e. within the bulk plane. In this latter case, the Al-Fe atomic distance
displayed in Fig.5(A, bottom) is equal to 2.73 Å corresponding to the sum of
the atomic radii of the two elements (rAl = 143 pm and rFe = 130 pm).

These results can be understood in the light of the segregation energy re-
ported in Fig.5(B) which has been calculated for several S-i configurations taking
the energy of the slab containing a surface Fe atom as a reference. The graph
reveals an energy difference of 0.49 eV if the Fe atom is at the surface or em-
bedded at S-2. This difference is even more pronounced (almost doubled) if
the system is not relaxed with a value of 0.98 eV. The same trend is observed
as the Fe atom is buried deeper into the Al slab. These results indicate that
Fe atoms are unlikely to be found within the Al(100) topmost surface layer.
From energetics consideration, we can consider that Fe atoms will diffuse in the
sub-surface region after deposition at 300 K.

3.3. Interfacial model

To model the intermetallic and Al(100) substrate interface, we have consid-
ered two positions of a P layer of the Al9Fe2 compound within the Al slab, at the
surface and buried as a S-2 layer (see Fig.6). The segregation energy difference
between the two configurations is equal to 1.41 eV (1.98 eV) in relaxed (non-
relaxed) mode. The value obtained for non-relaxed mode is well reproduced
by doubling the segregation energy obtained for one Fe atom (see Fig.5(B)).
This is expected as each P layer contains 2 Fe atoms per unit cell. However,
this agreement is not reproduced for the relaxed mode (2×0.49 eV < 1.41eV)
which demonstrate the impact of the atomic relaxation and of the intermetal-
lic structural ordering on the segregation energy. A solid-solution would have
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Figure 5: Structural relaxations calculated as a function of the Fe atomic position in Al(100)
oriented crystal. (A, top) The quantity (zFe−zAlplane ) and (A, bottom) the Al to Fe distance

are given in Å. (B) Segregation energy (eV) evaluated for relaxed and non-relaxed slabs. The
energy of the slab containing a surface Fe atom is taken as the reference energy. The Fe
position in the slab is denoted by x-coordinate with 0 for surface layer (S), 1 for subsurface
layer (S-1), etc.

probably resulted in a value close to 0.98 eV in relaxed mode. Finally, these
calculations confirmed once more that Fe-containing layers are not favored as
outermost surface planes. Moreover, Fig.6(right) reveals the large influence of
an embedded P layer (S-2) on adjacent Al layers. The latter presents a large
buckling then resembling a F-type plane (pure Al) of the Al9Fe2 compound.

3.4. Al9Fe2/Al(100) interface characterisation by TEM

As presented in the previous paragraphs, the adsorption of Fe on Al(100)
leads to the formation of Al9Fe2(001) as revealed by surface techniques and DFT
calculations. The Al9Fe2 stoichiometry is maintained for a thickness equal to at
least the XPS probing depth which is estimated here around 4 nm (3×λAl, the
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Figure 6: Side view of the Al slab with a Al9Fe2(001) puckered plane located (left) at the
surface (S) and (right) buried in the subsubsurface layer (S-2).

inelastic mean free path of the photoelectrons). However, the XPS measure-
ments are not sufficient to assert the formation of an homogeneous intermetal-
lic phase beneath the surface. To this end, SAED pattern analysis, atomic-
resolution BF-STEM imaging combined with EDXS measurements have been
carried out on a lamellae to determine the intermetallic composition and thick-
ness after 7 MLE Fe deposition at 593 K along with the Al9Fe2(001)/Al(100)
interface structure.

Figure 7: HRTEM image exhibiting the Fe/Al9Fe2 structure grown on Al(100). Inset: Al
concentration profile recorded across the Fe/Al9Fe2/Al matrix interfaces on a different part
of the lamella. The composition determined by EDXS is in agreement with the formation of
a 14 nm thick Al9Fe2 layer. Away from the interfaces which impact the measurements, an
almost constant Al82Fe18 stoichiometry has been determined.

In Fig.7, cross-sectional HRTEM measurements of the lamella reveal an
approximately 14 nm thick Al9Fe2 film on the Al(100). During the growth
of the intermetallic, there is a clear Fe diffusion beneath the Al9Fe2/Al in-
terface over 5 nm. The EDXS measurements confirm also that capping the
Al9Fe2(001)/Al(100) sample by 10 MLE Fe before its removal from UHV has
limited oxygen diffusion into the thin film. However, the intermetallic-Fe inter-
face is not sharp (see Fig.7) due to Fe and Al9Fe2(001) interdiffusion. This region
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of about 2 nm in thickness appears with a darker contrast between Fe and Al9Fe2
matrices. The maximum Al9Fe2 thickness was expected around 15 nm prior to
Fe capping which is consistent with these observations. Regarding the SAED
measurements (Fig.8), the patterns have been acquired in the [001]Al zone-axis.
The region probed includes the Al matrix and the Al9Fe2/Al interface region
which explains the superposition of the Al substrate and Al9Fe2 film zone-axis
in the diffraction pattern. The analysis confirms that the (100)Al lattice planes
are parallel to (001)Al9Fe2 layers. The orientation relationship deduced from the
SAED measurements is (100)Al [001]Al ‖ (001)Al9Fe2 [13̄0]Al9Fe2 . Considering
the lattice parameters proposed by Simensen et al. [37], the theoretical lattice
mismatch between (3̄1̄0)Al9Fe2 and (020)Al is 0.8%.

Figure 8: SAED pattern acquired over an area including the Al matrix and the intermetallic.
The latter are viewed in the [001]Al and [13̄0]Al9Fe2 zone axis respectively.

Figure 9 presents atomic-resolution BF-STEM filtered image of the Al9Fe2/Al
interface viewed along the [001]Al and [13̄0]Al9Fe2 zone axis, respectively. To
confirm that the image processing did not introduce any additional artefact,
the original BF-STEM image is shown in a rectangle in the right hand side
image section. The atomically flat interfacial region is marked by a dashed line,
which separates the Al substrate from the Al9Fe2 intermetallic. The correspond-
ing superimposed atomic models are in decent agreement with the underlying
atomic-resolution image. The atomic columns in Al substrate are represented in
a square-like pattern of discrete dots of high contrast. As a first approximation,
the intermetallic phase has been built by considering the reported lattice pa-
rameters of Al9Fe2 [37] and a phase isomorphic to the Al9Co2 compound. In the
observed projection, the a and c crystallographic axis of the Al9Fe2 phase are
orientated parallel and nearly perpendicular to the interface plane, respectively.
The atomic structure when observed perpendicular to the interface is marked
by alternating Al layers (F-type) and mixed puckered Al-Fe layers (P-type).
The contrast variation and a stacking motif across the interface confirms that
the first atomic plane of the Al9Fe2 intermetallic is associated with the F-type
plane composed of Al atoms, which are structurally similar to the Al(100) plane
in the substrate. The predicted puckered Al planes of the Al9Fe2 intermetallic
interfacing with the Al substrate is clearly visible in the experimental image just
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across the interface, the last Al columns of the intermetallic being associated to
slightly elongated blurred contrasts.

Figure 9: (Left) Atomically resolved filtered BF-STEM image of the Al9Fe2/Al interface
region with the superimposed structural models viewed in the [001]Al and [13̄0]Al9Fe2 zone
axis respectively. (Right) Original BF-STEM image.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Following the work of Buchanan et al. [48], an important intermixing length
is expected when adsorbing Fe adatoms on an Al substrate at 300 K. The
intermixing length is in fact greater than for the reverse configuration, i.e. Al
deposited on a Fe substrate. From the elemental surface energies of both Al
(1.3 J.m−2) and Fe (2.2 J.m−2) [49], one would expect Fe adatom diffusion in
the Al(100) sub-surface region, most likely via a place-exchange mechanism.
This Fe adatom diffusion into the Al matrix is further supported by ab initio
calculations which demonstrates that Fe adatoms are energetically unfavorable
at Al(100) surface. As observed experimentally and in agreement with these
results, a disordered surface structure is obtained when adsorption of Fe occurs
on Al(100) at room temperature.

When adsorbing at least 2 MLE Fe on Al(100) held at or slightly above 593
K, the successful growth of a Al9Fe2 thin film has been achieved. The mea-
sured surface lattice parameters and composition are in agreement with those
reported previously [37]. The (001) oriented Al9Fe2 surface is bulk-terminated
at pure Al planes as supported by ab initio calculations. Both surface and inter-
face analysis reveal a coherent growth of the Al9Fe2 compound on the Al(100)
crystal with a relatively sharp interface. Although metastable, the Al9Fe2 com-
pound is the only phase formed up to 20 MLE Fe between 593 K and 773 K,
i.e. stable up to the annealing temperature of the Al(100) clean surface. In-
terestingly, the metastable Al9Fe2 phase has been reported only when studying
the microstructure of strip cast material of Al-0.5 Wt.% Fe-0.2 Wt.% Si alloy,
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i.e. for a rapidly solidified material [37]. For Al-Fe hypoeutectic alloys, it is
proposed that the formation of other phases will prevail at lower cooling rates
[50]. It is then highly surprising to grow under the present conditions the Al9Fe2
phase at the Al(100) surface. Indeed, the formation of the Al13Fe4 and Al6Fe
compounds could have been expected being respectively the Al-richest stable
and metastable phases in the Al-Fe binary system.

When adsorbing Ir atoms on Al(100) under similar conditions, recent works
[40] have highlighted the growth of an (001) oriented Al9Ir2 thin film. Like
the Al9Fe2, this intermetallic is isostructural to the Al9Co2 compound. More
importantly, it is a stable phase which corresponds to the Al-richest phase in the
Al-Ir binary system. Regardless of the thermodynamic stability of the phase,
the growth of stable or metastable Al9TM2 phases is achieved on Al(100). As a
small amount of TM is adsorbed on a large amount of Al, could it simply rely
on growing first the Al-richest phases in their respective binary system? While
verified for the Al-Ir system, the formation of the metastable orthorhombic
Al6Fe phase [51, 52] should have occurred. In addition, if the growth of Al9TM2

phases on Al(100) relies simply on reaching the right stoichiometry, it should be
possible to grow similar intermetallic compounds on other Al low index surfaces.
This has not been achieved yet. Under comparable preparation and dosing
conditions (2 MLE), we have investigated Fe adsorption on Al(111) from room
temperature up to 600 K. Like others [22] in the low dosing regime, no ordering
could be detected except for a fainting three-fold LEED pattern.

Consequently, additional factors to the film chemistry must influence the
growth of the Al9TM2 compound. We now recall the bulk structure of the
Al9Fe2 compound (see Fig.4). Along the c-axis, half of the Al9Fe2 bulk planes
(the F-type in Fig.10) can be regarded as rumpled “Al(100)” layers. During the
growth of the Al9Fe2 phase, a minimal restructuring of the (100) Al planes would
be required to form F and F’ layers. In comparison, a substantial reordering will
occur to form P-type layers which are composed of 4 Al and 2 Fe atoms per unit
cell. Nevertheless, this moderate atomic rearrangement could translate into a
lower energetic cost associated with the formation of Al9Fe2 phase on Al(100)
compared to the Al13Fe4 compound, the latter structure consisting of columns
of 23-atom pentagonal pyramid clusters propagating along the [010] direction
[53].

Figure 10: Visualisation of the interface alignement between F-type layers with the Al(100)
surface. This configuration will generate the LEED pattern described as (

√
5×
√

5)R26.6◦.
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At the Al-intermetallic interface, the two antagonists will be the (100) Al
and (001) F-type planes. As depicted in Fig.10, the alignment of the Al square
motifs present in F-type layers with those of the Al(100) surface imposes a
rotation of the intermetallic unit cell of ±26.6◦ with respect to the substrate.
The two orientations originate from the symmetry operation that relates F/F’
layers within the unit cell and will generate mirror symmetric domains with
respect to the substrate [011] direction, indistinguishable in the LEED pattern
due to a coincidence of the diffraction spots.

To conclude, we propose that the epitaxial relationship generated by these
‘common’ Al layers is a necessary condition for the growth of the Al9Fe2 com-
pound. It is also this particular structural resemblance between (100) and F-
type planes that dictates the growth direction of the intermetallic, here an (001)
oriented intermetallic. With no such relationship between Al(111) and Al9Fe2
planes, the growth of the intermetallic has not been reached. From the Al-Fe
phase diagram, it is foreseen that a higher annealing temperature would lead to
the growth of the Al13Fe4 compound, possibility limited here by the substrate
melting temperature.

Finally, the growth of the Al9Fe2 compound as thin film offers an oppor-
tunity to explore its associated physical and chemical surface properties and
its potential use as protective or functional coating. Moreover, this work of-
fers a new approach to the synthesis of metastable and stable intermetallics as
surface alloy, based on the structural coincidence between substrate and inter-
metallic bulk layers. This concept should now be applied first, to other Al-rich
intermetallic compounds and for other Al surface orientations and second, to
different binary systems.
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1. Bulk partial and total density of states of Al9Fe2

The partial and total electronic density of states (DOS) have been calcu-
lated for the bulk Al9Fe2 compound using DFT methods (see Fig.S1). The
Fermi energy is taken as the origin for the binding energies. The total DOS is
dominated by sp states below -3 eV, while the main contribution comes from Fe
d -states between -3 eV and 0.3 eV. The presence of sharp peaks in the Al s and
p states coinciding with the Fe spd states suggest an sp-d hybridization. The
latter plays an important role in the pseudogap formation: the total density of
states presents such minimum in the DOS lying to the right hand side of the
Fermi energy.

Figure S1: Calculated partial (A) and (B) total density of states (DOS) of bulk Al9Fe2
compound.
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The Al9Fe2 compound, like the Al9Co2 intermetallic, appears to be stabilised
by a Hume-Rothery effect combined with spd hybridization. Using the valence
reported in Ref. [1], the electron density for Al9Fe2 is calculated at 2.65 e/a with
a unit cell volume [2] equal to 348.13 Å3. Then, we deduce a diameter for the
Fermi sphere equal to 2kF = 3.41Å−1. The nearest reciprocal lattice vector of
high intensity fulfilling the pseudo-Brillouin zone-Fermi - sphere surface (Hume-
Rothery condition Khkl=2kF ) contact lies at 2kF = 3.21Å−1. It corresponds to
the (131̄) planes.
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